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PREFACE

This report is based on a doctoral thesis written in common by Jerzy A.

Ejsmont and Stanislaw Taryma - researchers at the Technical University

of Gdansk, Poland.

The work concerning tire/road noise has been going on in the University

since 1978. During this time an information exchange between the

University and the National Swedish Road 6: Traffic Research Institute

(VTI) was formed in this field. The author of this report visited VTI in the

summer of 1982 as a guest researcher. Thanks to VTI management and to

kindly help given by Mr Ulf Sandberg it was possible to publish the report

in the "VTI rapport" series.

For any information concerning data presented in the report please

contact:

Jerzy A. Ejsmont

Politechnika Gdanska

Instytut Mechaniki i Podstaw Konstrukcji Maszyn

ul. Majakowskiego ll/lZ

80-952 GDANSK, Poland

The author
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PREFACE

Some parts of the doctoral work were judged to be of special interest to

VTI due to their direct connection to activities at VTI in the field of

tire/road noise. This concerns, for example, measurement methods like

laboratory versus road measurements, measurements with a special

trailer, road surface characterization by surface profile analysis and

influence of tire inflation and load on noise. All these matters are of

essential importance to the measurement of tire/road noise. Other items

of mutual interest is the influence of tire uniformity on noise, which has

been shown by VTIto cause intense low-frequency noise in vehicles, and

the influence of tire dimensions on noise. The latter has been the direct

cause for an earlier VTI investigation.

The reason for issuing this material in the form of a VTI report is that it

can be seen as a complement and extension to earlier VTI work and as

important background data for planned future research. It is also felt

that it will be most useful for those scientists working in this field to

have an English summary of this highly-qualified Polish work.

Ulf Sandberg
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Tire/Road Noise - Comparison of Road and Laboratory Measurements
and Influence of Some Tire Parameters on Generation of Sound.

by Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
Institute of Mechanics and Machine Design
ul. Majakovskiego 11/12
80-952 GDANSK Poland

ABSTRACT

The report is concerned with external noise emitted by passenger car

tires. A special trailer for measurements on the roads and on a

roadwheel facility was built. The drum of the roadwheel was covered

with areplica road surface.

Analyses of correlations between road and laboratory measurements

were performed. As the correlation coefficients generally were high, it

was concluded that it is possible to replace road measurements by

laboratory ones. A special program for correction of laboratory data to

represent road measurements was prepared.

In the report some results of noise measurements are presented, for

example influence on noise of tire belt stiffness, tire size, tire pressure,

tire load and tire nonuniformities.
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D'ack/véigbanebuller - Jamfo'relse mellan méitningar pa v'aigar och i
laboratorium samt inverkan av nagra dackparametrar pa ljudgenerering-
en

av Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
Institute of Mechanics and Machine Design
111. Majakovskiego 11/12
80 952 GDANSK Poland

REFERAT

Rapporten behandlar externt buller fran personbilsdack. Matningar av

dack/vagbanebuller har utforts dels d5 provdacken rullat pa tva olika

v'aigytor, dels dc i samma dack rullat pa en laboratorietrumma med 1,5 m

diameter. Vid matningarna pa v'aigar har provdacken varit monterade pa

en sarskild m'eitvagn som bogserats efter en personbil. Vid trumméitning-

arna har méitvagnen varit placerad sa att provdacken rullat pa trumman,

vars yta varit forsedd dels med en slat stalyta, dels med en imitation av

en vagyta.

Analyser har utforts av sambanden melian 'matningarna pa vag och

trumma. Eftersom korrelationen, under vissa forutsattningar, visade sig

vara ganska god meilan de béda metoderna (vag- resp trummatning) dras

slutsatsen att det éir mojligt att ersatta v'eigm'atningar med trummatning-

ar i laboratorium. Ett sérskilt datorprogram for att foruts'aiga matresul-

tat vid v'agmatningar utgaende fran laboratorieméitningar har anvants.

I rapporten redovisas ocksc i resultat frén méitningar av hur dack/véigbane-

bullret paverkas av styvheten hos b'altet under d'aickets slitbana, d'eickdi-

mensionerna, ringtrycket, dackbelastningen och d'ackorundheterna.
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Tire/Road Noise - Comparison of Road and Laboratory Measurements
and Influence of Some Tire Parameters on Generation of Sound

by Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
Institute of Mechanics and Machine Design
ul. Majakovskiego 11/12
80 952 GDANSK Poland

SUMMARY

The report is essentially a condensation of some parts of a doctoral

thesis written in common by Jerzy A. Ejsmont and Stanislau Taryma. It

is concerned with noise emitted by passenger car tires to the external

environment.

The measurements were performed on the roads as well as in the

laboratory. During road measurements the method of on-board micro-

phone was used. For this application a test trailer was developed. The

trailer was used also during laboratory measurements on a roadwheel

facility with outer drum covered on half of it's width with a road surface

imitation, here called "replica road surface".

Analyses of correlation between results obtained on the road and in the

laboratory were made. High correlation coefficients were obtained when

measurements on replica road surface were compared with measure

ments on asphalt and concrete surfaces. The correlation coefficients

were higher for tires grouped according to tread patterns (summer, mud

or snow, smooth) than for all treads together. A computer program to

predict road results on the base of laboratory results was performed.

The influence of some tire parameters on sound emission was investi-

gated. A set of six tires with different belt construction was tested. The

increase of belt stiffness led to the decrease of sound level emitted by

tires rolling on asphalt or drum surfaces.

Using a set of tires with summer tread pattern, the influence of tire size

was investigated. Eight different sizes were tested. It was shown, that

VTI REPORT 2l+4A
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increase of tire width leads to higher sound levels (0.12 dB(A) per 1 mm)

and increase of tire diameter has an Opposite effect (decrease of sound

level by 0.065 dB(A) per 1 mm). For tires of different sizes, but with the

same profile ratio, the increase of noise due to wider tread is almost

fully compensated by the decrease of noise produced by bigger outer

diameter.

For most of the tires, the difference in noise caused by different load

and inflation pressure was found to be very small. The increase of

pressure and load led to increase of sound level approximately 1-2 dB(A)

when the recommended load/pressure relation was used. Tires with

aggressive treads in the shoulder region might generate extra noise when

load is heavy andinflation pressure is very low.

The investigation of tire nonuniformities and unbalance showed that the

influence on A-weighted sound level is negligible, but for low frequencies

(up to the 3rd harmonic of .tire rotation) the rise of 1/3 octave band

levels might exceed 20 dB. For nonuniform tires the linear acoustic

pressure level on the steel drum was distinctly modulated by tire

rotation.
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Dack/v'agbanebuller - Ja'mforelse mellan m'atningar pa vagar och i
laboratorium s amt inverkan av nagra dackparametrar pa ljudgenerering
en

av Jerzy A. Ejsmont
Technical University of Gdansk
Institute of Mechanics and Machine Design
ul. Majakovskiego 11/12
80 952 GDANSK Poland

SAMMANFATTNING

Denna rapport ar huvudsakligen en sammanfattning av delar av en

doktorsavhandling utford 1982 av Jerzy A. Ejsmont och Stanislau Tary-

ma. Den behandlar amnesomradet buller fran dack/v agbana avstralat till

bilarnas omgivning, s k externt dack/v'agbanebuller.

Matningar av da ck/v'agbanebuller utfo'rdes saval pa vagar som i laborato-

rium. Vid va'gm atningar anvandes metoden med medfoljande, fordonsbu

ren mikrofon. For detta andamél utvecklades en sa'rskild matvagn for

bogsering efter en personbil. Matvagnen anv'a'ndes aven vid laboratorie-

matningarna vilka utfordes med provdack rullande pa utsidan av en

staltrumma. Ena halvan av trummans bredd var tackt med en imiterad

v'agyta, varfor mojlighet fanns att mata pa tva olika trumytor.

Analyser utfordes av sambandet mellan resultat erhallna vid rullning pa

vagar och pa trumytor. Hoga korrelationskoefficienter erholls nar ma t-

ningarna utforda pa den vagimiterande trumytan jamfordes med mat-

ningarna utfo'rda pa vagytorna (asfalt- resp cementbetong). Korrela-

tionskoefficienterna var h'ogre da man grupperade dacken efter typ

(sommardack, vinterd'ack, monsterlost dack) an (15 alla d'ack behandlades

gemensamt. Ett datorprogram anvandes for att forutsaga resultat fran

v'algm'atningar med ledning av trummatningar.

Inverkan av nagra d'ackvariabler p5. ljudavstrélningen undersoktes. Ett

urval av sex dack med sinsemellan olika b'alteskonstruktion testades. Det

befanns att en okning av baltesstyvheten medfo'rde en reduktion av

bullret dc i d'acken rullade pa en asfaltbetongvagyta eller pa trumytorna.
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Medelst matningar pa en grupp sommardack med likadana monster

testades inverkan av olika dackstorlekar. Det visade Sig att en okning av

dackbredden leder till hogre bullernivéer (0,12 dB(A) per mm) medan en

okning av dackdiametern har motsatt effekt (-0,065 dB(A) per mm). For

dack av olika storlekar, men med samma forhallande mellan bredd och

ho'jd, kommer d'arfor en bullerokning p g a en okad bredd att néistan helt

kompenseras av en bullerminskning p g a okad diameter.

For de fiesta dacken visade det sig att andringarna i bulleremissionen

blev smé dé last och ringtryck for d'acken varierades. En okning av

lasten, med atfoljande rekommenderad 'aindring av ringtrycket, medforde

en bullerokning av 1-2 dB(A). Dack med aggressiva monster néira

skuldrorna kan dock alstra extra starkt buller néir lasten air stor och

ringtrycket 'ar vasentligt l'aigre 'an rekommenderat.

En undersokning av hur d'ackorundheter och dackobalanser paverkar det

externa bullret visade att de A-viktade ljudnivéerna paverkas forsum-

bart, medan for laga frekvenser (upp till 3:e multipeln av dackrotations-

frekvensen) okningen av bullret i de aktuella tersoktavbanden kan

overstiga 20 dB. For orunda dack kunde noteras att den oviktade

ljudtrycksnivan var tydligt amplitudmodulerad av dackrotationen.
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INTRODUCTION

The increase in road traffic has created a number of environmental

problems. Among these, noise emission is receiving increasing attention,

not only in built-up areas, but also along the trunk roads and highways.

Generally, there are three ways of reducing traffic noise propagation to

human ears. The first one is based on elimination of the sources e.g.

exchange of timing chain for toothed belt, the second one is connected

with acoustic insulation of the main sources in the vehicle, and the last

one is achieved by building barriers and screens along the roads. Because

of the fact that noise screening is very expensive and insulation can not

always be adapted, it is urgent to reduce traffic noise at its source.

According to the results obtained in Sweden (ref. 5,6) even in conditions

typical for much of the urban traffic, the tire/road interaction noise

appears to be a major factor to the vehicle noise. Only in specific

conditions, such as fast acceleration and cruising at high engine speed on

low gears, the engine noise is dominating. It chiefly refers to modern

passenger cars being in good state. For these cars, an efficient reduction

of total noise could only be obtained by decreasing of tire/road noise. To

do so, it's necessary to understand the physical phenomena which produce

tire/road noise and the influence of construction parameters of the tires.

Unfortunately, the theoretical considerations are very complicated and

unreliable, because of the complex structure of modern tires. Conse-

quently, the importance of outdoor and indoor tests of tire/road noise is

becoming more and more significant. Indoor testing is more convenient

and much quicker but there is an open question of its credibility and how

it compares with results obtained in different road conditions. This paper

is an attempt in answering that question in sphere of passenger car tires,

and presents results of some tire/road noise measurements performed at

the Institute of Mechanics and Machine Design (IMiPKM), Technical

University of Gdansk.
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TEST METHODS AND DESCRIPTION OF TEST TRAILER

There are two "on-road" methods of tire/road noise measurements. The

"method of stationary microphone" is based on roadside mounted micro

phones working in far-field, usually 7.5 or 15 m from central line of

vehicle path. The advantage of this method is that it measures the noise

as it occurs in real traffic situations. The main disadvantages are: high

ambient noise level, Doppler effect* and difficulty in measuring a single

tire. In the other method, "moving microphone", the microphone is

mounted directly on the test vehicle and properly positioned to monitor

sound emitted from a single tire (ref. 1). In this method, the microphone

is positioned in the acoustical near field which eliminates most of the

ambient noise. However, a new problem arises, and this is the turbulen

ce-induced noise in the microphone. This can be minimized by using a

shielding enclosure around the tire and the microphone.

After detailed analysis, the method of on-board microphone was selected

to compare with laboratory tests. In order to obtain as much similar

conditions as possible a test trailer shown in fig. 1 was developed (ref. 2).

The trailer was towed by Polski Fiat 125P (fig. 1) or positioned on a

roadwheel facility with external drum of 1.5 m diameter (fig. 2).

The test wheel of the trailer was enclosed in a semi-anechoic chamber.

The suspension was designed to make possible holding the ground

clearance under the lower edge of the chamber in the range of 20...4O

mm during tests on smooth roads. Due to it, the microphone positioned

230 mm above the ground, 150 mm from side of the tire and 280 mm

behind the axis of rotation was not exposed to the wind (fig. 3). The

trailer was towed with speed up to 120 km/h.

* The shift in frequency due to difference in relative source observer
speed when a vehicle approaches and passes a road-side microphone.
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Figure 1. The test trailer and the towing vehicle.

   

The test trailer on roadwheel facility, with a cutaway view of

the interior of the trailer chamber.
Figure 2.
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During preliminary tests the amplitude and frequency response of this

semi-anechoic chamber was investigated (fig. 4). For frequencies over

200 Hz the semi-anechoic chamber doesn't disturb the measurements.

Below 80 Hz distortions approach 15 dB. For a typical tire with a

summer tread pattern the difference from ideal conditions in A-weighted

sound level amounts to 0.5 dB. A measurement technique utilizing a

towed trailer is also developed at The National Swedish Road 6t Traffic

Research Institute (VTI).

The steel drum of the roadwheel facility was covered on half of its width

with replica road surface called NE-l.

VTI REPORT ZlMtA
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REPLICA ROAD SURFACE NE-l

Cross-section of the replica road surface is shown in fig 5. The surface

of a steel drum (1) was ground with coarse-grained abrasive paper and

was degreased with trichloroethylene. Next, the drum was covered with

two layers of glass cloth (satin weave 400 g/m2) impregnated by epoxy

resin EPIDIAN 5 mixed with hardener Z-l* (2). The glass laminate was

hardened in temparature 60°C. The rims of the laminate were belted

with light alloy bands (3) fixed with bolts. The bands were carefully

centred and space between them was partly filled with the mixture of

EPIDIAN 5, hardener PAC** and porphyry grit 5/8 (ii). The second layer

which contained different size grit porphyry 2/5 was placed after the

first one had been set.

Before the end of the setting process, the surface was dusted with basalt

powder and then basalt grit 2/5 was over-rolled. The outer edges of

bands (3) were used as the basis for that operation. During the whole

covering process, the drum was being slowly rotated to avoid dripping of

the resin.
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Figure 5. Cross-section of the replica road surface NE-l.

Hardener Z-l/triethylenetetraamine/forms strong and very stiff resin

** Hardener PAC/polyamineamid C/forms more flexible resin than 2-1.
It preserves the grit from chipping.
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The replica road/surface NE-l was tested for strength. The drum was run

up to the speed 155 km/h (centripetal acceleration 2500 m/sz) without

load and to the speed 140 km/h with the tire 165 SR 13 loaded to 4000 N.

During the tests there were no deformations of the surface and chipping

of the grit did not occur.

A surface profile spectrum of the replica road surface NE-l, according

to the characterization methods given in ref. 9 is shown in fig. 6.
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Figure 6. Profile spectrum of replica road surface NE-l
results of evaluation at IMiPK M,

results of evaluation at VTI.
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The total texture level LT was 54.4 dB rel. 10'6m, which corresponds to

an RMS value of the texture profile curve of 0.520 mm. An evaluation

was made both with a Polish computer program and with an independent

VTI program. As can be seen the curves differ only slightly. A compari-

son with actual road surfaces shows that NE-l combines a high large-

scale macrotexture typical for rough surface dressings with a very

smooth fine-scale macrotexture typical of highly polished surfaces (ref.

9, 10). It can be predicted to give a relatively high level of both low-

frequency and high frequency noise (ref. 11).
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CORRELATION OF ROAD AND LABORATORY RESULTS

For tire/road noise measurements, 30 different tires were selected and

investigated on the road (asphalt concrete and cement concrete pave-

ment) and in the laboratory (steel drum and drum NE-l). The results of

A-weighted sound levels and l/3 octave band levels were stored in

filestore of computer Odra 1305. Then they were analyzed to determine .

the statistical correlation and regression lines between road and drum

measurements.

At first, all of the samples were used for computation, then the tires

were grouped with regard to the tread pattern (summer tread, mud or

snow, smooth) and the computation was repeated. According to the

group, the number of samples varied from 12 to 76. The correlation

coefficients for A-weighted sound levels are given in fig. 7.

   

Figure 7. Correlation coefficients between measurements on the roads

and the drum surfaces for different tread patterns and
drum/road surface combinations.
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It could be seen, that grouping of tires is very profitable, especially for

drum NE-l. It could also be noticed that drum covered with NE-l gives

better correlation with road measurements than the steel-covered one

and the difference is most spectacular for correlation with the cement

concrete. Curvelinear correlation was also applied, but since it did not

increase correlation it became obvious that dependence between indoor

and outdoor measurements is linear.

The correlation coefficients for 1/3-octave bands were lower than for

sound levels and usually varied from 0.7 to 0.85. It must be mentioned,

however, that higher values were obtained for the central range of

frequency (630...2500 Hz), which is the most important for tire/road

noise investigation. Low correlation coefficients were obtained for linear

(unweighted) sound pressure levels (0.5 to 0.8). The explanation for this

fact may be rather high amplitudes of low frequency disturbances, e.g.

wind induced noise.

VTI REPORT 241m.
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EQUALIZATION OF INDOOR RESULTS WITH OUTDOOR MEASURE

MENTS

Since the correlation coefficients are mostly high, especially for

A-weighted sound level, it is possible to predict road results on the base

of laboratory measurements with parameters of regression lines. To do

this, a special computer program was prepared. It could be used with one

of ten correction parameter sets, corresponding to variants in figure 7.

As the result of computation, 1/3-octave and overall sound levels are

obtained. In figure 8, distribution of deviation between 81 predicted and

measured road results is shown. Tire/road noise spectra (for the speed

120 km/h) obtained in road and laboratory conditions, as well as

computed to represent road conditions, on the basis of laboratory

measurements, are given in figure 9. There is a very good compatibility

between computed results and road measurements.

      

n H T

-

10.. _ A L Lroad Lcomp.

O I I I I 7 I I I r-lr I :

-5 o + 5 AL[dB]

Figure 8. The distribution of the deviations between measured and

predicted sound levels.

Tread patterns of some of the tires which are mentioned in this report

are shown in figure 10. It should be noted that the microphone was

located in all these measurements, in the same position close to the tire.

When measuring on a drum it is most practical to use a microphone

located close to the tire, but road coast-by measurements, as well as
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traffic noise measurements are always made with a microphone in the

far-field. It still remains to determine the relation between a far-field

micr0phone location and the near-field location used here.

The results presented here, however, show that there is no significant

difference between on-the road and drum measurements provided the

following conditions are observed:

1. The drum surface texture is approximately the same as the road

surface texture.

2. The microphone location is the same.

3. The acoustical environment is similar.
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INFLUENCE OF TIRE BELT STIFFNESS

Stiffness testing of tire belt is complicated and special equipment should

be used. In the Institute of Mechanic and Machine Design several

methods were tested to find out the most convenient one. For example,

the wheel was loaded and the deflection of the tire standing on a flat

plate was measured. The results were dissatisfying because of the great

influence of sidewall stiffness, so the flat plate was changed to inverted

T-bar. The results were more reliable, but the effect of sidewall

deformations was not negligible. Finally, a special testing machine was

designed.

The steel section, showed in figure 11 was forced on the tire until the

flat part of the section touched the tread (usually in shoulder region).

The force registered at the moment of contact was a relative measure of

tire belt stiffness. The influence of sidewall deformation was eliminated.

The pressure in the tire during tests was adjusted to within 2% of 0.1

MN/mz.

     

Figure ll. Principle of the stiffness testing device.
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The tires for measurements were made in the Research Institute of

Tires' Technology (OBRPO) "STOMIL". A set of eight tires 165SRl3 D90

(tread pattern: see figure 10) with different construction of belts was

prepared. The details are given in table 1. The stiffness of belts was

measured and the tires were grouped from the stiffest to the most

flexible ones. It could be seen that stiffness of the belts was in good

conformity with belt construction and the tire No 1 is nearly twice as

stiff as the tire No 8.

A special air inflated polyurethane tire with no cord or belt was also

tested. The tire was casted centrifugally in the Technical University of

Gdansk. Unfortunately, the tire had a different tread pattern (D121) so it

was compared with a standard 165 SR 13 D121 tire only (2 layers of

steel). The stiffness of polyurethane tire was 1600 N/deflection com-

pared to 2180 N/deflection for the standard tire.

   

Table 1.

THE ORDER

TIRE STIFFN ESS ACORDI NG TO:
No BELT CONSTRUCTION [N/d fl]

9 ' Low
STIFFNESS NOISE

l 4 x steel 2800 1 3

2 2 x steel + 1 x rayon 2300 2 2

3 3 x steel 2250 3 1

4 2 x steel 1850 4 4

5 4 x rayon 1800 5 6

6 2 x rayon + 1 x steel 1650 6 5

7 2 x rayon 1550 7 7

8 2 x stilon I 1500 8 8
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The measurements of sound level (A-weighted) were performed on an

asphalt road and in the laboratory (steel drum and drum covered by

replica road surface NE-l). The speed during the tests varied from #0 to

120 km/h, so the quantity of results was very large and a special

procedure of data processing was used. The algorithm is given below:

1. The results obtained at speeds 60, 80, 100 and 120 km/h on different

surfaces were selected.

2. For all of the selected surface-speed combinations, the tires were

ranked according to the obtained sound levels.

3. The classification points were awarded in conformity with the

arrangement: 1 point for the most quiet one, 2 points for the next and

$0 on.

4. The points obtained by each tire for all surface-speed combinations

were summed up.

5. The final ranking of the tires was determined according to acquired

sum of points.

The final ranking of tires according to emitted sound is given in table 1.

It could be seen that there is a good conformity between ranking

according to stiffness and according to noise.

There is a little discordance for tires No 1, 2 and 3 but the stiffness of

tires No 2 and No 3 is nearly equal and the sum of points is similar too,

so the measuring errors could be responsible for that. For tire No l (4 x

steel) the difference could be caused by four overlaps in the belt, which

probably produced "extra" noise. The absolute values of sound levels for

speed 100 km/h and various surfaces are shown in figure 12.

The same relation was obtained for tires D121. For all speeds the

polyurethane tire was 1 -2 dB(A) louder than the standard one which was

stiffer.
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The frequency spectra of the sound were also investigated. In figure 13

the differences between spectrum of tire No 7 and tire No l are given. It

could be noticed, that for practically all frequencies in the most

important range the levels of tire No 7 were 3 - 6 dB higher than tire

No 1. It means that mechanical resonance is not responsible for the

increase of noise. If resonances were responsible it would increase the

level at one frequency and decrease at another, corresponding with

reasonance frequency of tires No 7 and No 1. One possible explanation of

increased noise of tires with flexible belts lies in higher normal accelera

tion gradient in the section of the belt near the surface of contact with

pavement due to more violent change of curvature radius.

AL[dB] V=60 km/h

 

ale v= k /h10 . I I 100 m

  .

10 200 315 630 1.25k 2.5x 5k f [Hz]
160 250 400 000 Let 3.15k em mu m

an an 12.5k 20a

 

Figure 12. Differences in noise spectrum between tires No 7 and No l.
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INFLUENCE OF TIRE SIZE

The influence of tire size on tire/road noise has been investigated in the

past, but unfortunately the conclusions have not been identical. Kilmer

(ref. 3) did not observe any important changes of sound levels caused by

tire dimensions. He tested two sets of passenger car tires. The differ-

ence between the most quiet tire and the noisest tire was 2.6 dB, but it

was difficult to see any clear influence of width or outer diameter

changes. Nilsson (ref. 4) investigated two specially made tires. The first

one was 75 mm wide and had an outer diameter of 780 mm, and the

second one was 120 mm wide and had a diameter of 630 mm. Nilsson

found the second tire to be about 10 dB louder than the first.

The tires used in Poland are generally smaller than American ones. Most

of the cars are equipped with tires 1355R13, 16551213 or 175$R13. At the

IMiPKM the full assortment of tires with tread pattern D124 produced in

Poland was tested.

The results of sound level measurements are shown in figure 14 (asphalt

surface, load 3.15 kN, inflation pressure 0.16 MN/mz). It could be seen

that the difference between the most quiet and the most noisy tires is

3.8 dB(A). Apparently, for tires 1455R13, 155$R13, 1655R13 and

1755R13, the influence of tire width is very small. To explain this fact it

should be noticed that any change of tire width (when profile ratio is

constant) leads to outer diameter variation. Only tires 165$R13 and

185/7OSR13 have the same outer diameter and in this case the difference

reaches 2J1 dB(A). It means that wide tires generate higher sound levels.

The influence of outer diameter could be seen for the following pairs of

tires: 1355R12 / 135SR13 and 1555R12 / 1555R13. For the first pair, the

difference approach 1.7 dB(A) and for the second 1 dB(A). The results for

the first pair are more reliable because several tires of both sizes were

tested, and only one sample of tire 155SR12 was available. The figure ll!

shows that greater outer diameter of a tire leads to lower sound

emission.
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Figure 14. Tire dimension influence on A-weighted sound level.

 

The results presented above were used to determine quantitative rela-

tions between tire dimensions and tire/road noise. The relation for tires

D121! is as follows:

0 increase of sound level by 0.12 dB(A) per 1 mm increase of tire
width

0 decrease of sound level by 0.065 dB(A) per 1 mm increase of tire
diameter

To confirm the conformity of coefficients, the sound level measured for

tire 14551113 was used as a base for calculation of sound level generated

by tire 1755R13. Calculated result (99.85 dB(A)) was nearly equal to

measured one (99.9 dB(A)).

A calculation to check the conformity with Nilsson's measurements was

also performed. In this case the coefficients were referred to percentage

changes of dimensions (because of greater differences of size). The

difference between tires was 12.5 dB(A) as calculated in IMiPKM, while

Nilsson's measurements showed 10 dB(A). The conformity is rather good

considering different tread patterns and roadwheel facilities.
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The presented results suggest that tire dimensions have a big influence

on tire/road noise when width and diameter are considered separately.

For tires with the same profile ratio the differences caused by width

changes are very small due to the opposite results of width and outer

diameter changes.

A VTI investigation (ref. 12) some years ago compared tires with largely

different dimensions, concerning other parameters than noise*, and

found that it was questionable whether the present trend towards lower

and wider tires really would give safer and more economical road traffic.

It seemed like the trend was mostly caused by commercial arguments.

 

* The investigation was, however, initiated by a predicted noise reduc-

tion followed by a replacement of wide and low with narrow and high
tires.
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INFLUENCE OF PRESSURE AND LOAD ON NOISE

The measurements of the influence of pressure and load on tire/road

noise were performed for three different tires in the pressure range

0.12-0.22 MN/m2 and in the load range 2.15-4.65 kN.

The results obtained on drum covered by replica road surface NE-l are

shown in fig. 15. The recommended load/pressure relations are marked

with a fine line in the figure.

For the standard tire 1655R13 D90 the variations of load and pressure

produced only small changes of sound level (fig. 15A). The increase of

sound level amounted to 0.5 dB(A) per doubling of pressure and 0.8 dB(A)

per doubling of load. The results for smooth tire 165SR13 CY were very

similar (fig. 15C), however, the increase of sound level was higher: 1

dB(A) and 1.5 dB(A) respectively.

For mud 6r snow tire 185/705R13 with very aggressive tread pattern 58

the influence of pressure and load was more complicated (fig. 158). For

pressures exceeding 0.16 MN/m2 the influence of pressure variation is

negligible. For lower pressures there is a very rapid increase of sound

level for heavy loads. The pressure is then lower than recommended to

carry that load. This phenomenon could be explained by overloading of

shoulder regions of the tire.

The tread pattern 58 has constant pitch : 33 mm in the central part and

66 mm in the shoulder regions. The configuration of these regions is very

inconvenient from the tire noise point of view, so overloading of these

parts due to low pressure leads to increase of sound. The noise spectra

showed a very high increase of levels at a frequency corresponding to 66

mm pitch when pressure was too low and load too high.

For the speed 100 km/h the sound frequency corresponding to shoulder

pitch is 420 Hz. Change of pressure from 0.16 MN/m2 to 0.14 MN/m2

and simultaneously change of load from 3.15 kN to 3.65 kN produced 11

dB increase in the 1/3 octave band with central frequency 400 Hz.
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Flgure 15. Influence of tire load (P) and inflation pressure (p) on
A-weighted sound level (LA).
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Presented results are supporting the hypothesis that for a majority of

tires the increase of load and pressure leads to small increase of sound

level. Overloading of some tires with M 6c S tread patterns might

generate extra noise, when the shoulder region has a very aggressive

construction.
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INFLUENCE OF TIRE NONUNIFORMITIES ON EXTERNAL TIRE/ROAD

NOISE

The set of 5 tires l85/7OSR13 D124 with different nonuniformities was

tested. The results of nonuniformity measurements performed on a

special facility, where the distance between axle of tire rotation and

axle of drum was constant, are shown in table 2.

  

  

 

 

 

    

Table 2.

F F
'THRE R L 1H

° ,2 r 2 6
11 f 175 175 10 25 60

§ 180 180 10 35 80

12 f 30 3o 40 4o 5
i 35 35 10 40 10

13 E 80 9O 15 35 60

i 70 80 4o 30 50

14 A 105 120 70 7o 30
i 110 110 70 70 85

1,). 4 145 165 10 #5 80

V 170 170 25 40 75

FR max variation of radial force (N),

FL - max variation of lateral force (N),

1H - max amplitude of first harmonic (N),

D.( - direction of tire rotation,

tire orientation on the roadwheel,H

(Tire load P = 4 kN, tire pressure p : 0.2 MN/mz)
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Tire No. 11 was so nonuniform, that factory quality inspection would not

allow it to leave the factory. Tire No. 12 was of higher quality than the

average. Tire No. 13 was close to the average. Tires No. 14 and 15 had

improper position of belt layers.

Tire/road noise measurements for these tires were performed both on

the asphalt road and on the steel drum. Measurements on the asphalt

road showed that tires with big nonuniformities were only slightly noisier

than uniform ones. Differences in A-weighted sound levels were 0.5-

ldB(A) and in linear sound pressure level 1-3dB. Besides, it was difficult

to see any periodic components connected with tire rotation. More

interesting results were obtained during measurements performed on the

steel drum. The A-weighted and linear sound pressure levels fluctuated

not more than on the asphalt surface, however, this time the periodic

modulation of sound was clearly seen. The results of a recording of linear

sound pressure level as well as the 80 and 1250 Hz 1/3 octave band levels

for a nonuniform and a uniform tire are presented in fig 16. In this

figure, the period of tire rotation is also marked. The sound spectra for

various speeds are shown in figures 17 and 18.

It could be seen that levels at lower frequencies are much higher for the

nonuniform one.

The influence of tire unbalance was also investigated. The changes in A-

weighted sound levels were negligible but an increased level at low

frequencies; up to the 3rd harmonic of tire rotation frequency, was

indicated. For example, for tire 1655R13 D90 with l#800 g.cm of static

unbalance, rolling at the speed 125 km/h, the noise increase was as

follows:

lst harmonic (20 Hz 1/3 oct. band) + 21 dB

2nd harmonic (#0 Hz 1/3 oct. band) + 21 dB

3rd harmonic (63 Hz 1/3 oct. band) + 20 dB

#th harmonic (80 Hz 1/3 oct. band) + 4 dB

5th harmonic (100 Hz 1/3 oct. band) + 1 dB
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A, Lin
L

[dB]

 

0 0.5 tfs]

Figure 16. Time history of A-weighted and linear sound levels, as well
as 80 Hz and 1250 Hz 1/3 octave band levels fortire No 11
( ) and tire No 12 (- - - -).
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Such low frequencies do not influence the A-weighted sound level, but in

any way they are not neutral to human health and feeling, so tire

unbalance should consequently be eliminated. This concerns tire non-

uniformities as well. Such tire defects have been shown in ref. 13 to be a

major cause for low-frequency noise and infrasound inside vehicles.
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CONCLUSIONS

Tire/road noise tests made on roads can - in most cases - be

replaced by laboratory tests using a roadwheel (drum) facility,

provided the drum is cover-ed by a material with texture similar to

that of the road and the acoustical environments are the same.

Another requirement be that the microphone should be

located at similar positions relative to the tire.

Stiffer tire belts decrease tire/road noise. The decrease includes

frequencies mainly from 500 to 8000 Hz.

Increase of outer tire diameter leads to lower tire noise, while

increase of tire width produces higher noise.

Increase of tire pressure and load leads to a small increase of sound

level. The only exception are tires with very aggressive tread

patterns, for which there might be an increase of noise for very low

pressures combined with a heavy load, relative to normal pressures

and loads.

Tire nonuniformities and unbalance have only minor influence on

sound level, but leads to noise amplitude modulation and high

increase of sound at low frequencies.
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